SGX must earn buy-in from foreign markets if it wants their liquidity

Harley-Davidson case reveals cracks in Trump's facade

As AI becomes smart enough to program itself and Big Data grows into massive data, states must act as the risk of getting wrong or absence of risk assessment.

From the Singapore Exchange’s (SGX) recent troubles in India and Middle East, it is clear that building of legitimacy and market’s liquidity to boost one’s own is not an easy one to pull off.

More than a decade ago, the modern SGX has always set its eyes beyond Singapore’s shores. So long a way from its root - out of necessity - with its relatively small domestic economy, SGX needs to venture far beyond Singapore’s shores in order to build a meaningful and relevant market.

Tapping the regional market’s potential can be a few ways. One is to try to connect companies from the region to their securities in Singapore. However, in a very competitive environment, it is no easy task to draw the attention of enough liquidity to drive both the buy and sell side of the market.

A third way is to heavily the legitimacy of another market. With decisive, SGX can offer futures that, once its competitive edge, could lure in its competitors. But it also reveals the cluelessness behind The Harley-Davidson case reveals big cracks in Trump’s facade. But it also reveals the cluelessness behind The Harley-Davidson case reveals big cracks in Trump’s facade.
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